What are you good at?
◽ Rating your transactions
◽ Having ideas for things we should make instead of war
◽ Asking people where they learned to dance like that
◽ Making a mockery of the proceedings
◽ Getting fruit cup ratios right
◽ Sleeping in papasan chairs
◽ Letting it be known when you contribute to the tip jar
◽ Teaching people how to burp at will
◽ Keeping your place on X-Y graphs
◽ Finding headphones that don’t pop out while exercising
◽ Fixing zippers
◽ Hosting pay-per-view events at your place
◽ Swaying during concerts
◽ Having ringtones that give people pause
◽ Being on top of fad diets
◽ Reading deep truths into the way people part their hair
◽ Waiting until they iron out the bugs
◽ Winning at the claw crane
◽ Not being confined to one genre
◽ Convincing people to have extramarital affairs with you
◽ Going on to do interesting things
◽ Keeping track of all the neighborhood pets
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What are you good at?
◽ Feeling wistful about old soda logos
◽ Communicating your appreciation by whistling
◽ Opening doors while carrying things
◽ Conveying nuance in car horn honks
◽ Dressing down blazers
◽ Remembering old candies
◽ Remembering old candy prices
◽ Pointing out where they make their money
◽ Ignoring the signs (traffic)
◽ Ignoring the signs (romantic)
◽ Ignoring the signs (cosmic)
◽ Adding extra belt holes that look natural
◽ Paraphrasing
◽ Achieving greatness
◽ Enjoying the silence
◽ Winning most-improved awards
◽ Knowing when you’ve had enough
◽ Not acting too eager in front of the mailman
◽ Subtly signaling people when they have food in their teeth
◽ Picking up on subtle signals that you have food in your teeth
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